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TECHNICAL FILE
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Municipality Culture Division
+351 233 402 840

The Route begins at the Salt Museological
Nucleus, located in Armazéns de Lavos, Figueira
da Foz. It is about 4,5km long and spreads over a
vast area strongly influenced by the existence of
age-old traditional salt pans.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Use adequate and comfortable cloth and shoes,
according to the season
Respect private property and do not disturb the
cattle
Enjoy Nature and avoid making noise

Firemen
+351 233 402 800
Police - GNR
+351 233 940 519
SOS
112

Do not start any fire

TECHNICAL FILE

Respect flora and faun, do not collect plants or
take animals

Name
Salt Pans Route

Be nice with the locals

Promoting entity
Municipality of Figueira da Foz

Binoculars are recommended for bird watching

Signage

For centuries the production of small regular salt
crystals, free from impurities, was used in large
amounts by the local fishing fleet (cod and
sardine).

Civil Parish of Lavos
+351 233 946 300

da F
oz

Do not throw garbage away, take it to the
nearest dustbin

Nature of Walking Path
Natural, landscape, ethnographical , historical
Starting Point
Salt Museum

SALT PANS ROUTE

Distance
4,5km
Difficulty Degree
Easy
Duration
2h30m
Military Cartography
239 and 249
Recommended Season
Spring and summer

WALKING PATH
Certified walking path

ork walking paths of Figu
Netw
eira

Do not leave the map limited path

Salt Museum
+351 966344488

The salt went up the Mondego River to several
warehouses which would distribute it to the
uttermost parts of Beira, in order to preserve meat
and cheese. This salt was also put out to sea, in
brigs and schooners, and travelled as far as the
Baltic or New England.
Around the estuary of Mondego, from Vila Verde
on the north bank till Lavos on the south bank, with
the island of Morraceira in between, the river
became surrounded by the winding geometry of
creeks and by the precise reticulate of plots,
creating real salt gardens where salt workers, like
agricultural sculptors, developed a local
technology able to take full advantage of the
natural conditions of the estuary.
The drastic changes in market and in commerce
circuits led to a continuing devaluation of
handmade salt. Gradually, salt-pans went into a
process of abandonment and conversion to other
activities; in many places, the small salt pyramids
did not rise again, facilitating the ruin of the old
wooden warehouses that, in addition to the
storage of salt, were also salt workers' shelter and
kitchen.
Here one can be bestowed by the sight of
migratory birds coming from the north of Europe,
like wading birds, coots, wagtails, flamingos,
herons, ducks, cormorants or curlews, according
to the season.
We invite you to walk along this scenery, among
the land, the sea and the river, enjoying the whole
cultural, natural and human legacy of salt areas.
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